With effect from today, we enlarge the range of colours for our gun family ST-2300, ST-2600, and ST-2700. You can choose from green, blue, red, and yellow!

By means of our half-shell kits, it is possible to adapt the guns individually to your company’s colour or to the one of your customers. By using different colours, the affiliation to a certain unit (e.g. rental business), user, or application is possible in an easy way, too.

Moreover, the guns can be used for allocation to different areas within the scope of the HACCP directive. In this respect, we offer further interesting products in different colours for lance clips, nozzle protectors, and plugs for rotating nozzles in Chapter 13, HACCP. This product range now features coloured insulated handles for lances with a length of 900 mm.

**What would you like to mark in your colour? Select your appropriate half-shell kit, here!**

If you like to have your corporate logo on the logo plate, please follow the instructions given on the following page: "Design your own Suttner gun".

Kit contains half shells, logo plate, trigger and trigger lock